
In the 21st century, titles like DJ and curator have been diluted and misused more than ever before. Every

overzealous kid with a laptop and self-proclaimed Instagram “influencer” seems to think they can claim such 

titles, making experienced DJs like Denver renaissance man, DJ Low Key, more valuable than ever. Yo! MTV Raps 

ideals, lots of creativity and ears that always seem to be ahead of the pack are the rare combination that have 

made him into a Colorado institution with a national reputation. He continues to prove what’s possible when

quality comes first with his award-winning weekly party, The Solution (alongside DJ Lazy Eyez), renowned day

pparty Goodness, mixtape collabs with acclaimed national talent like TiRon & Ayomari (LA), Tanya Morgan (NY)

and Blu (LA) and an impressive assortment of special events throughout CO and beyond. 

Almost two decades deep in the music scene, DJ Low Key’s nightlife and mixtape work throughout the country 

hasn’t gone unnoticed, drawing the attention of national brands including frequent collaborator Red Bull.

His work with Red Bull has led to him representing Red Bull Music Academy, helping get Red Bull Thre3 Style

booming in the U.S., curating shows for Red Bull Sound Select and recently launching Red Bull Music Denver

with a huge bwith a huge block party edition of fan favorite Goodness w/DJ Low Key & Friends featuring legendary DJ

Jazzy Jeff, an all-star band from across the country constructed for the event and lots more. Equally at

home opening for lil wayne in aspen, spinning brunch in an upscale restaurant traveling

around the country for gigs - DJ Low Key can constantly be found at the junction of

top quality music, culture and commerce.  

All of these exploits are well-documented on his popular site, djlowkey.com, which offers mixtapes & other

audio, info on upcoming events and more musical goodness and as received traffic from all over the world

since isince its debut in 2006. With a fresh move to award-winning venue The Black Box for his weekly The Solution

and coming off the biggest season yet of Summertime favorite Goodness, you can catch DJ Low Key constantly

adding his unique magic to both the Denver and national music scene, solidifying himself as one of the

premier DJs with Yo! MTV Raps ideals breaking new music for generations of music fans worldwide.

for bookings, contact justin green | 303.523.1179 | booking@djlowkey.com | @DJLowKey


